Footprint reduced
From: 13’ x 18’
To: 7’ x 12’
64% reduction in floor space for set up.

Saves Space!

Saves Time!
Make width adjustments using the slide collar on the high upright without changing the tension on the cables. Hence the name “Constant Tension Bars (CTB)”

Saves Money!
No need for cable tighteners which can wear out and put extra wear and tear on the cables.

Versatile Product!
Release one loadbinder and easily remove the low rail. The upper rail still remains stable and usable as a single bar, high bar, or strap bar.

Six (6) new floor anchors are included and highly recommended to install with the CTB unit. Due to such a direct pull on the anchor, we felt it was important for the anchors to be upgraded. The new anchors are an enhanced version of our Style C Floor Plate.

Saves Money!
No need for cable tighteners which can wear out and put extra wear and tear on the cables.

Versatile Product!
Release one loadbinder and easily remove the low rail. The upper rail still remains stable and usable as a single bar, high bar, or strap bar.

For more information or to find the dealer nearest you, visit www.americanathletic.com/dealer